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Abstract

This contribution describes a robotic arm, thatcan be assembled at home using only 3D printing, common

hobby tools, and off-shelf components. The result of this work is a robotic arm that, in its basic

configuration, is equipped with a distributed system of several microcontrollers and sensors that provide

sensing of the position of the robotic arm in space and collision detection with the environment. It is also

an advantage that the robotic arm can be programmed in common programming and scripting languages,

such as C, C++, Python, and many others, as well as support and integration with the ROS2 framework.

This contribution is based on my master’s diploma thesis, which contains a more detailed description of

the proposed robotic arm, its parameters, and an overview of the final implementation.
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1. Introduction

The robotics industry is constantly evolving like many

other industries. Not only established companies but

also various open-source projects and industry enthu-

siasts are contributing to it. The main motivation

for this robotic arm is to create a device that will be

simple and suitable for teaching and learning, testing

new approaches and technologies.

A common problem with industrial and collaborative

robotic arms is the closed nature of their robotic

systems. For some brands, it is often necessary to go

through programmer training or required to use special

paid software, not to mention the need to ensure

operator safety when using the robotic equipment.

In contrast, the proposed robotic arm aims to provide

an open system with the possibility of easy modifi-

cation by the user, as well as the possibility of using

open-source software. In the case of hardware, the

robotic arm should include off-shelf components that

can be easily added, replaced, upgraded, or modified.

All of the above-mentioned features are ensured due

to the open-source characteristics and approach taken

in the creation of this project with an emphasis on

future modifications and developments.

2. Existing solutions

Many similar solutions exist and some of them have

served as inspiration for this robotic arm. Some solu-

tions have innovative designs. For example, their bod-

ies are flexible [1] or they look like human hands [2]. I

want to briefly mention some of the features, positives,

and negatives of the three more common designs, like

the Kawasaki ASTORINO [3] and ARCTOS v0.16 [4].

Both robotic arms are made using 3D printing for

ease of repairability in the event of damage and using

NEMA standard motors for the motion.

In the case of software, the most advanced is Niryo

Ned2 [5], which has a wide variety of different sup-

ported open-source projects and frameworks, on the

other hand, Kawasaki ASTORINO has the most

closed operating system, which supports only pro-

prietary programming language. As the control unit,

all three robots use development boards, such as

RassberryPI, Arduino, or Teensy.

3. Proposed solution

The proposed robotic arm has a full range of degrees

of freedom of movement, i.e. 6 degrees of freedom,

which means that it must be equipped with six joints

otherwise, the kinematics of this robotic arm would

not be able to cover the full range of freedom.
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The motion of the robotic arm has to be precise, and

at the same time, the position of individual joints has

to be reported as the feedback. In the case of other

sensing methods, a robot should be able to detect

overload and collision with the environment.

Motion control of the robotic arm must be provided

using a microcontroller that can communicate with a

higher-level system in the form of a PC, which can

send instructions with the desired poses and also serve

to display device for feedback and other telemetry.

Communication between the controller and the indi-

vidual components and sensors of the robotic arm

should be via standard communication protocols and

buses.

The resulting robotic arm, as you can see in Figure 1.

was designed based on the parameters established

in the presented solution, with several improvements

added. The body of the robotic arm is designed so

that the majority of the components are printable on

a 3D printer, with a print volume of 250x210x210mm.

Except for the two parts, this intention was success-

ful. As you can see in Figure 1., larger components

are screwed together from smaller parts, and the in-

dividual subassemblies of the robot links. The arm

Figure 1. The final design of the robotic arm on the

left and physical subassemblies on the right.

is driven by two NEMA14 [6] and four NEMA27 [6]

stepper motors. All motors are equipped with Maker-

Base [7] drivers which feature a CANbus [8], are pow-

ered by 24V DC, and contain shaft position sensing.

The individual joints of the robotic arm are equipped

with compound planetary gearboxes, which have been

made by 3D printing except for some miniature bear-

ings and guide axles. Standard GT3 and 3M HTD

belts take care of the power transmission from the

motors to the gearboxes, which results in final gear

ratios from 1:17.5 up to 1:125.

The robotic arm is also equipped with position sensors

in the form of absolute magnetic encoders located on

each joint. Another type of sensor used in the robotic

arm is the weight sensor, which is located inside of

the gearboxes of the first four joints. The last two

joints are taken care of by two strain gauges, which

are also located in the gearboxes. The last type of

sensor is a 3-axis gyroscope in combination with an

accelerometer, which takes care of shock and collision

detection.

The robot is equipped with three ESP32 [9] microcon-

trollers, which are distributed across the body, and all

sensors are connected to them. A RassberryPi 4B [10]

microcomputer is used as the main control unit and

is connected with motor drives and ESP32 microcon-

trollers via CANbus 2.0B [8], and sends commands

and receives feedback via this bus. The RassberryPi

can then be connected to a higher-level system us-

ing an ethernet or wifi interface. A computer as the

master system, is used to send commands with the

required positions. For this, tools of the ROS2 [11]

framework can be used.

4. Result

Selected important tests have been performed, like

measurement of maximal reach and payload. The

robotic arm can reach up to 1020mm, and the payload

capacity was tested up to 200g of payload. More

advanced tests are still pending, like precision, re-

peatability, hard collision detection, payload overload,

and speed tests. These tests will be done, after the

presentation at the conference, because there is a

high possibility that the robotic arm can be damaged.

5. Conclusion

The goal of the work was to design and build a robotic

arm. The goal has been reached, and the robotic arm,

by its open-source nature, is ready for the possibility

of education and development of new approaches in

the field of robotics. Also, more tests can be done

and some features can be improved.
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